Stardate 10204.21

*Note: The Crew are role-playing characters in a holonovel this mission.

Kurt G. (NPC) as D’Sade
Cana M. (NPC) as Raven Archer
Jess M. (CO Rya) as Elaine
Roger P. (XO Vekh) as Sir Galahad
Jafo (FCO B’lee) as B’lee the True
Lucio A. (CTO Nimitz) as Barcelona
Karri S. (CNS Sheyra) as Vega's Sheyra (Dragon)
Tim P. (CMO Riker) as Healer Yans


Host MikeyS says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission, Stardate 10204.21, 20:08 Eastern >>>

Holonovel #1: Knights and Dragons and Wizards Oh My! (Part 2!)

B`lee_the_True says:
::pokes Sir Galahad playfully with the tip of one of his arrowss::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::is poked:: B'lee: Hey

Host Elaine says:
::Points the fellowship in the correct direction::

B`lee_the_True says:
::grins at the Knight:: Healer: See, I told you armor was for wimps.

Host Elaine says:
::Turns back to look at everyone:: All: He was in the clearing in the woods.

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::riding on his warhorse approaching town and sees a group of people leaving town::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Knights (and Archers) are arriving at the location that the Wizard and Dragon were last seen at.

Raven_Archer says:
::follows at the back of the group, watching everything::

D`Sade says:
::stands at the edge of rocky cliffs, looking over the burning forests::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::unholsters his faithful sword:: ALL: Behold, evil is around the corner! Be bold!

B`lee_the_True says:
::the Healer doesn't respond and he starts looking around:: Galahad: Hey, did we lose the Healer again?

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Not questioning how the holoemitter does it job, she wonders to the site she has been directed mumbling::  Dragon... sounds about right... a dragon with a furry tail, though no one can see it.

Host Elaine says:
::Ducks out Drayan's way and falls back towards Raven::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::following along Elaine's directions:: B'lee: I wonder about. A healer must come hand after a glorious battle ::feels Klingonish::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Tries stomping as it fits her current mood and smiles, then begins to stalk::  Hmmm... not unlike normal hunting.

B`lee_the_True says:
::sits up higher on his horse:: All: Anyone seen the Healer?

D`Sade says:
::takes the lens from his eye and offers a reptilian smile to himself:: Self/Vega: Things are proceeding as I have forseen.

Host Elaine says:
::Looks up at B'lee's comment::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::follows a distance back from the party, keeping a watch on them. he pulls the hood of his cloak farther down::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Finds her way to a small clearing not far from a burning forest and looks down at the little man and nods at him going along with things::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
Elaine: Milady, is the Dragon the beast plaguing the village?

Healer_yans says:
::walks up to B`lee:: B`lee: you looking for me 

B`lee_the_True says:
Galahad/Elaine: Maybe the Dragon got him while we weren't looking...

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Flies up to the cliff::  I can get used to this.

B`lee_the_True says:
::startled, jumps in his saddle:: Healer: Eekk!

Host Elaine says:
::Looks around for the CMO:: Drayan: Indeed sir knight that beast be the dragon.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
B'lee: Not me All: keep your eye sharp. Evil knows no honor. And strike from whatever direction it pleases it

Brancaleone says:
::takes a deep breath, smelling the air:: All: I don't think that dragon is too far away from here. ::pulls out his combat axe::

D`Sade says:
::looks up when Vega reappears and steps up on his foreleg, and then swings up into the scaled saddle:: Vega: Ready to continue The Burn?

B`lee_the_True says:
::calms himself:: Healer: Don't scare me like that!

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
D`Sade:  Sounds good to me.  I am hungry.  ::Flies out and circles the burning forest:: Where to first?

Raven_Archer says:
::spurs her steed closer to the group, looking around sharply::

Host Elaine says:
::Sniffs the air and wrinkles up her nose in distaste. Alara drops back to walk beside Raven's horse.:: Raven: Do you know these woods well?

B`lee_the_True says:
::grows agitated:: Healer: Are you listening to me?

D`Sade says:
::pats Vega's neck and smiles, listening to the dragon tongue:: Vega: Through the ruby, I spotted adventurers. Come to smite us, I suspect. They would do nicely as a first course.

Raven_Archer says:
Elaine: Well enough Lady to know that we must be careful and that danger lurks in every corner.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::spots a shadow to one side:: Unknown: You, came out of darkness!! <meant to PRraos>>

Healer_yans says:
 B`lee: sorry  man 

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
D`Sade: Alright... ::A rumble goes through her as she begins to fly lower, her eyes searching the area.  Another part of her mind wonders what the counseling section would say about all of this.::

Raven_Archer says:
::hearing Sir Galahads words, quickly pull a arrow from her quiver and fit it into the bow.::

Host Elaine says:
::Looks around for a weapon of some sort and grabs a stout stick.::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::prepares his rightful sword to strike if the shadow turn to be a evil one::

B`lee_the_True says:
::grimaces at the Doctor:: Yans: Try getting into the spirit of the adventure, Doctor... ::spurs his horse on, moving up towards Galahad::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::spurs his horse to speed up a bit so that he comes face to face with Galahad. He raises one paw in greeting:: Galahad: Hail fellow trrravellerrr.

B`lee_the_True says:
::glances across Galahad's horse at the Rogue:: Galahad: A rogue approaches...

D`Sade says:
::looks down on them with murderous glee in his eye:: Vega: Swoop down, and we'll offer them their final battle. But first, clear the field for them. ::implies he should burn down more forest::

Brancaleone says:
::sniffs twice:: All: Something's coming, be aware!

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::eyes the cat-like creature approaches:: B'lee: hold your arrows, my friend.

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::At the sight of her prey, lets out a roar along with a breath of fire, setting the surrounding trees on fire, the blaze burning hot and bright::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::pulls back the hood of his cloak, and takes a deep breath, taking in all the smells and sounds::

Host Elaine says:
::Tucks her skirts closer to her body and smiles to see P'Rraos join the group.:: Raven: Do you see anything?

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
P'Rraos: who are you and what your business here?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The trees surrounding the Fellowship catch on fire.

Healer_yans says:
::spurs his  horse so he  cathes up with elaine:: Elaine:  how do thee brave warrior 

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Swoops down, her wings fanning the fire hotter, before shooting back up::

D`Sade says:
::hears the branches clip against Vega's wingtips like witches fingernails as the dragon swoops low on the group::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
ALL: Behold! Evil is upon us!

Raven_Archer says:
::squeezes knees toghther and holds onto the reins as her horse rears and paws at the air::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
Galahad: I am Sir P'Rraos. Knight of Camelot. I am on a self imposed quest to rrrid the land of evil.

Host Elaine says:
::Looks up, mildly surprised to see the CMO, but smiles plesantly at him.:: Healer: I'm well. How are you? ::Hears Drayan's alert and looks around for the beast.::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::instinctively reaches for his sword at Galahad's comment::

Brancaleone says:
Self: Malaya la Madonna!!! ::looks up and sees a shadow flying low and fast::

B`lee_the_True says:
::hears the commotion from Raven's horse and glances back:

D`Sade says:
::raises his staff over his head, and lets the ruby pulse, causing the ground under the group to start to shake and crack:: Heroes: Fools! You've walked into your death!

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
D`Sade: I really am hungry ::Her stomach rumbles::  A nice horse or perhaps a fair maid... ::Really getting into her role::

B`lee_the_True says:
::as his own horse rears, he loses his grasp on the reins and slides off onto the ground with a thud::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::tries to reign in his horse while keeping his own balance::

Host Elaine says:
::Rushes over to help B'lee up::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Notices the unseated knight and the horse running away::  Hmmmm....

B`lee_the_True says:
::lands on the ground and rolls to his feet, pulling his mighty bow from his back and pulling an arrow from its quiver as he goes to a knee::

Raven_Archer says:
::settles down her horse, its still jumpy but settled for now, tracks the beast with her loaded bow::

D`Sade says:
::smiles and strokes his neck:: Vega: Soon, my pet. We don't to eat them raw, do we? I'd just die of embaressment if they thought us boors. ::laughs manically, and releases the earthquake as they swoop down again::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Seeing the bow, goes a bit higher, fairly certain she is out of range, but just making sure::

B`lee_the_True says:
::draws his bow back and eyes the low flying dragon, following it with hiw bow before releasing the arrow into flight::

Brancaleone says:
::holding his axe, hoping the dragon will go into throwing range::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
D`Sade: Actually, raw sounds rather good...  ::Allows his knees to guide her a bit.::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: A magnitude 5.1 "earth"quake rattles the Fellowship.

B`lee_the_True says:
::does the Enterprise-Shuffle::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::is jolted into the air by the quake::

Host Elaine says:
::Reaches out to grab a tree::

B`lee_the_True says:
::grabs hold of a tree ... just as it up ends itself and falls to the ground:: Self: Damn...

Brancaleone says:
::falls to ground::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: B'lee's arrow just misses the dragon..

Raven_Archer says:
::is tossed from her horse::

D`Sade says:
::pats the dragon on the shoulder:: Vega: Down, my pet. We'll run from these insects no more..

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::flips off his horse, landing in a crouch and looking for the dragon::

Host Elaine says:
::Hugging the tree and waiting for the ground to stop shaking, Alara is happy she chose not to ride a horse.::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Goes lower:: D`Sade: Watch for the archers, arrows don't make for a tasty meal.

Raven_Archer says:
::stands up rubbing some mud off of her, catches her horse again and mounts it::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::holds to a rocky formation, sword still on hand:: Archers: Blee, Raven there's your target!

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::sees the Dragon diving for him, and jumps behind the rocks::

B`lee_the_True says:
::glances at P'Rraos:: CSO: Nice move ... aren't you kinda hairy for a Rogue?

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::with honor, of course::

D`Sade says:
::waits until the dragon's feet touch warm, ashy ground before sliding off the saddle::

Host Elaine says:
::Looks up at the shadow overhead and ducks into the trees, looking for rocks to throw.::

B`lee_the_True says:
::hides himself behind a tree as he pulls out a second arrow::

Raven_Archer says:
::pull back the bowstring, aiming at the dragon and lets it go::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::gives a feral grin to B'lee:: FCO: I don't get much of a chance to show off on the brrridge.

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Looks around, her head snaking around as she looks for a nice target::

B`lee_the_True says:
::pulls back his bow, and lets a second arrow fly with Raven's::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Blows a gust of fire at the arrow approaching::

Raven_Archer says:
::kicks horse, urging her to some small cover::

Healer_yans says:
::rides up to the dragon and dismounts and walks towards him:: Dragon Mister Dragon could you please leave my friends along  please sir 

Brancaleone says:
::without being able to stand up, crawls to grab his axe back::

B`lee_the_True says:
::watches his arrow disintegrate:: Self: Oh drat...

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The ball of fire engulfs the arrow, and it partially burns up before it strikes the dragon's skin.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
PRraos: Follow me, brave friend! ::attempts to go around the dragon and surprise him::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Turns her head and looks at her new CMO and then almost double overs in laughter::

Host Elaine says:
::Sees Nimitz in trouble and starts heading for him adn then looks at the CMO in amazement.:: Self: What?

D`Sade says:
::snorts at disgust at the child who thinks he knows anything of magic:: Yans: back, boy, before you hurt yourself. ::raises his staff and lightning shoots out::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::draws his two swords, and pads quickly to Galahad::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The lightning strikes near the feet of the healer, close enough to make his feet tingle.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::begins climbing a rocky wall:: PRraos: stealth is of the essence, fellow knight!

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::With a swipe of her tail, swings it under Drayan's feet;:

Host Elaine says:
::Shrugs, figuring the CMO knows what he's doing and continues working her way over to Nimitz:: Bracaleone: Are you injured?

B`lee_the_True says:
::draws a pair of arrows and draws back his bow, taking aim on the sorcerer this time as he lets his arrows fly::

Healer_yans says:
::can see he dosent want to play nice  so he casts a sleep shrink spell on  the dragon::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::can't divert in time, has his feet swept off and lands hard on the floor:: Self: Arrgh

B`lee_the_True says:
::slings his bow and pulls out his dagger, sticking it into a tree and using it to climb up into the limbs::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::walks over to her XO and smiles down at him a toothy grin::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::sheaths his swords and releases his claws as he begins to scramble the wall::

D`Sade says:
::catches the incoming arrows on a gust of wind and turns them bcak on their owner, hitting the trunk barely below B'lee::

Brancaleone says:
::catches his axe:: Self: What's this kid doing? ::turns to Elaine:: Elaine: I'm ok now, the ground shaking is a powerful trick.

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::guages the distance from his position on the wall to the dragon::

B`lee_the_True says:
::moves his feet just as the arrows strike the tree below him::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The dragon stops in her tracks, blinks twice, then collapses - apparently the spell worked.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::pulls back his sword in defiance:: Vega: Come, beast! Try me if you can! Honor will prevail

Host Elaine says:
Brancaleone: Indeed it is. ::Stays near the CTO.::

Healer_yans says:
::kool::

D`Sade says:
::hears the heavy thud behind him and turns around to see the collapsed dragon:: Outloud:: VEGA!!! ::voice rattles like a clap of thunder::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::sees the Dragon faltering::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Sighs::  There goes dinner and lies there a moment hoping D`Sade has a counter spell.

Raven_Archer says:
::fits another arrow into her bow and spur her horse into a gallop moving to flank the dragon::

Healer_yans says:
ALL: Think he can be domesticated 

B`lee_the_True says:
::hidden amongst the branches of his tree, he lets another series of arrows fly at the sorceror while he's distracted caring for his dragon::

Raven_Archer says:
::fires the arrow at the sleeping dragons eye::

Brancaleone says:
::runs to dragon axe in hand taking cover behind the trees::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::gathers his strength and springs from the rock wall onto the dragon's tail as it decends, trying to dig in with his claws::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
ALL: We shall secure the beast, comrades!!

Host Elaine says:
::Throws one of her rocks at D'Sade.::

D`Sade says:
::sinks the hilt of the staff in the earth and suddenly all around him erupts in fire, spreading out around him and Vega::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Raven's arrow strikes the Dragon's eye.... which causes the dragon to be awakened with a roar.

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Though it is now blind in one eye.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::climbs on the Dragons back, sword prepared in case the beast revives, ready to strike::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Looks at Raven::  Now that is not nice... ::Opens her mouth wide to swallow him::

Host Elaine says:
::Picks up some more rocks and throws them at the wizard.::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
Vega: Stop now, follower of evil. That's the last warning ::readies his sword, which catchs on the sunlight, shinning::

Healer_yans says:
::runs  as the dragon spits a huge fire ball in my direction::

Raven_Archer says:
Healer: He was about to awaken it, best to hurt it now

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::climbs near Galahad and draws his twin swords, standing side by side with him::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Spits out a ball of fire around her in annoyance::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: A wall of fire emerges, surrounding the wizard and dragon.

B`lee_the_True says:
::continues to fire arrows at the sorceror now that he is blinded by a wall of fire::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Snakes her head around to look at her XO::  Drayan:  Only if you are buying dinner tonight.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
PRraos: Yours is the honor to slain the beast ::spots the Wizard:: I just found another evildoer to deal with!!

Host Elaine says:
::Feels her heart constrict in a moment of fear as she realizes Drayan's inside the ring of fire, but quickly remembers it's just the holodeck.:: Brancaleone: Do you have any ideas how to stop D'Sade?

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Makes a giant leap upward, knocking the men off her and fanning the fire brighter with her wings.::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
Vega: Maybe next time ::jumps from the Dragon's back to near where DSade is::

B`lee_the_True says:
::sees his arrows have no affect on the sorceror:: All: What black magic is this, that defies the strength of my bow?

Brancaleone says:
Elaine: His source of power is that staff...

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
Galahad: Fair the well friend. ::screams as he leaps into the air, aiming to land on the dragon's head::

D`Sade says:
::raises the staff out of the ground again to meet Drayan::

B`lee_the_True says:
::leaps down from his tree and charges forward::

Host Elaine says:
::Gestures to Nimitz:: Brancaleone: If we climb those rocks, maybe we can get a better shot at him.

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Swoops down to D`Sade::  Need a lift?

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::raises his sword as he reaches the ground:: DSade: Now, sorcerer, you shalt face your fate if you do not surrender immediately

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: P'Rraos and Drayan are thrown off the dragon - due to the safety protocols, they slowly descend to the ground.

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::curses in his native tongue as he descends::

Brancaleone says:
Elaine: Let's go ::runs to the rocks::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::tries to strike at the wizard's stick with his sword::

D`Sade says:
::grabs on to Vega's claw and climbs up, seating himself:: Vega: I tire of this... burn them down, now...

Host Elaine says:
::Picks up her skirts and stick and follows Luk::

Healer_yans says:
::chargest the dragon sword drawn:: ALL: CHARGE ::smiles::

B`lee_the_True says:
::charges forward with the Doctor, his dagger drawn::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Nods, shooting forth another spark of fire, burning the entire area::  D`Sade: But I really don't like my food charred.  ::Then flies up and out::

Host Elaine says:
::Instinctively ducks her head down as the dragon flies up::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::his attempt to sweed the wizard's wand fails and he sees PRraos be thrown off the dragon:: CSO: cover!!

Brancaleone says:
::as the dragon gets lower to spite a ball of fire, it comes closer to Brancaleone giving him a clear shot for his axe:: Self: Assimilate this!! ::throws his axe::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Due to blindness in one eye, the dragon's flight is not too perfect..

D`Sade says:
Vega: There's a nunnery further in the mountains, you can feast there...

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::lands on his feet in a crouch and quickly stands, scanning for the dragon::

B`lee_the_True says:
::stops charging as the dragon has left the ground and mutters to himself::

Raven_Archer says:
::fits an arrow into her bow and as soon as the dragon gets in within reasonable range, fires::

Host Elaine says:
::Grins at the CTO's battle cry::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
DSade: you shalt not escape justice ::throws his sword in the dragon's chest direction with full force::

D`Sade says:
:::pulls the same move on Brancaleone's axe, catching it on the wind and returning it at him::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
D`Sade:  Shall we go there now?  ::Her depth perception a bit off, glad this is not permanent;:

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: And due to the blindness, the dragon doesn't see the flying axe.... and it hits the dragon in the throat, causing her to lose consciousness and fall to the ground...

Healer_yans says:
::throws a lightning  bolt spell at the dragon:: Self: curses in the ancient tounge 

Host Elaine says:
::Finds another rock and throws it down at D'Sade::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Floats to the ground, glad of saftey precautions::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: While falling, the thrown sword hits a piece of skin near D'Sade, causing him to lose balance slightly.

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::runs toward the fallen dragon::

B`lee_the_True says:
::as the Dragon falls to the ground, its foot strikes B'lee sending him flying through the air and slamming into D'Sade::

Host Elaine says:
All: Get the Wizard!

D`Sade says:
::screams something feral from the injury to himself and the dragon:: Heros: INSECTS! ::raises the staff the same way he did with Adrianne adn the sky fills with blackness as the thunder and lightening comes::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::gets up as the dragon falls. Sees his near miss at DSade::

Brancaleone says:
::climbs down the rocks as fast as he can to get to the wizard::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::charges forward at the wizard::

B`lee_the_True says:
::grabs hold of D'Sades cloak and hangs on::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Lies on her side watching the proceedings wondering if she is out for the count or not::  Why not... ::Sweeps her tail around her, knocking anyone around.  Not often she can do this and not get into trouble::

B`lee_the_True says:
::gets to his feet behind D'Sade and slips his bicep around the sorceror's throat, cutting off his air supply as the sky turns black::

Host Elaine says:
::Picks up a big rock and throws it at D'Sade's arm - the one holding the staff::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::reaches the wizard and grab his stick, trying to pull it out:: DSade: your days of evilness are gone!

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Fellowship members manage to wrestle D'Sade away from the dragon.

B`lee_the_True says:
::is struck by Elaine's rock:: Elaine: Ow!

Host Elaine says:
Self: Oops.

D`Sade says:
::as soon as the pressure is off his throat, he spins around and clips B'lee upside the head with the staff::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
All: secure the sorcerer. I'll check on the dragon

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::climbs onto the dragon's head and stands over her good eye, swords ready to plunge:: Dragon: I would stay still if I werrrre you.

Host Elaine says:
::Runs down off the rocks and heads for the group.::

B`lee_the_True says:
::is struck by the sorcerors staff and falls backwards::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: B'lee is blindsided by the staff... were the safeties off, he'd be hurting.

Host Elaine says:
::Has to run slower than normal so as to not get tripped up in her long skirts.::

B`lee_the_True says:
::hits the ground and bounces back up:: All: Hey! I'm a weeble wobble!

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::finds his sword near the dragons paw and retrieve it:: PRraos: how does the beast looks, my friend?

D`Sade says:
::feels his hair begin so stand on end as the air around him ionizes and laughs even more maniacally::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
XO:  Only if you are buying...  ::Twists suddenly, knocking him off.::

Host Elaine says:
::Smacks D'Sade's arm with her stick::

Raven_Archer says:
::trains the bow fitted with an arrow at the sorcer, waiting for a clear shot::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
Galahad: A little worrrse forrr the wearrr, but I think we have things underrrr contrrrol herrre.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
Self: Off ::is knocked away::

B`lee_the_True says:
::bow-less and dagger-less, B'lee goes at D'Sade with all he has left ... his sharp wits:: D'Sade: You're mother is so ugly, the Lady of the Lake won't even look at her!

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Looks at Drayan, switching her tail, with a grin.::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::grabs hold of a horn to balance himself::

D`Sade says:
::grabs Elaine by the corset and swings her into the incoming B'Lee::

B`lee_the_True says:
::continues his vicous taunting:: D'Sade: Your mother is so fat ... she uses one of King Arthur's Trebuchet's to get around!

Host Elaine says:
::Grins at B'lee's taunts and then shrieks as she finds herself flyingn through the air.::

B`lee_the_True says:
::points at him:: D'Sade: Now stop this, or I shall taunt you a second time!

D`Sade says:
::sees the clouds fill with lightening and finally lowers his staff, summoning it::

Host Elaine says:
::Swings her stick out at D'Sade as she goes::

Brancaleone says:
::pulls out his sword:: Wizard: Here it comes daddy, mr wizard.

B`lee_the_True says:
::runs forward and grabs at D'Sade's staff::

B`lee_the_True says:
D'Sade: Let me borrow your cane, old man!

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Elaine lands on B'lee... hard.

B`lee_the_True says:
::catches Elaine and tumbles about with her ... and just happens to remove her corset in the struggle::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Looks at P'Raos and her XO::   We should do this more often.

B`lee_the_True says:
::tumbles and tumbles and tumbles and ... oh, now he's wearing the corset::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::as he closes on the wizard, Drayan manages a blow with his sword on the stick's crystal:: DSade: you shall stop NOW!

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The lightning storm builds.... and fizzles. D'Sade looks down to see the crystal at the top of his staff is cracked.

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::sees Elaine and Blee off, decides it's up to him now:: D'Sade: Face the sword of justice, evildoeer ::charges at DSade::

Raven_Archer says:
::fires the bow at D'Sade as Elaine and the archer tumble clear::

Host Elaine says:
::Looks at B'lee in surprise and trys to disengtangle her legs from his::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::falls off the dragon's head, rolls and comes back up charing the dragon's head::

B`lee_the_True says:
Elaine: Gee, I didn't even get your name ... but what a romp!

D`Sade says:
::cries out as the arrow hits him in the shoulder and swings the staff at Drayan::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Jumps over P'Roas::

Host Elaine says:
::Laughs:: B'lee: Is this how you get dates?

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Kitten play::

Raven_Archer says:
::pulls another arrow from the quiver on her back and fits it to the bow, aims much more slowly this time::

B`lee_the_True says:
::disentangles himself from the corset and tosses it to the ground ... finds he's landing right next to his bow and dagger:: Elaine: Any way I can... ::charges back up the hill::

Brancaleone says:
::faces D'Sade and swings his sword:: D'Sade: Hi there! ::puts his sword at D'Sade's neck::

Raven_Archer says:
::lets the arrow fly::

Host Elaine says:
::It takes her a moment longer to get back up, cause of the skirts, but she follows closely behind B'lee, holding her dress together with one hand and the stick in the other::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::comes to a stop several feet from the dragon's maw:: Dragon: Come foul beast! Let us finish this!

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: With the cracked crystal, Vega is no longer "evil"...

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::charges the dragon, wildly swinging his swords at her face::

B`lee_the_True says:
::takes his dagger to Elaine's skirts, cutting into the fabric and ripping it free until Elaine is wearing a mini skirt:: Elaine: There, now you can get around faster.

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::shakes her head::  P'Rraos:  Nope...  ::circles around him::

Host Elaine says:
B'lee: Hey, get your mangy paws...::Has to admit that it's easier to move now.::

D`Sade says:
::faces Brancaleone down, smiling to himself:: Branca: Perhaps you should be more astute with where you look. ::brings the end of the staff up between the warrior's legs, and hears a very soft crunch::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::roars in rage at the dragon's games::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Most of the arrows bounce safely off the dragon's tough skin.

B`lee_the_True says:
::sheaths his dagger and hrmphs:: Elaine: Mangy?

Host Elaine says:
::Grabs a wide piece of fabric and wraps it around where her corset had been and ties it tightly.::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Grins and leaps out of the way::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::takes advantage of DSade's distraction with Brancaleone and jumps at him, taking the staff with both hands:: DSade: I said stop!

Brancaleone says:
D'Sade: Filio d'una putana!!!! ::hurts terribly::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: ... the rest of the arrows miss, but not by much.

B`lee_the_True says:
::hurries up the hill again towards the others::

Host Elaine says:
::Pushes her hair out of her face and shrugs.:: B'lee: It was all I could think off. ::runs after him::

D`Sade says:
::rolls with Drayan, white hair flying:: Drayan: Ahh, the cheif insect... ::wraps liverspotted hands around the warrior's throat and begins to squeeze:;

Host Elaine says:
::Sees D'Sade's hands wrapped around her Imzadi's throat and runs forward to hit the wizard over the head with her staff::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Pounces on top of P`Rraos and smiles down at him::  Interesting...

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::rolling over, grabbing safely the staff:: DSade: We shall see who the insect is after Im done with you, evildoer. The honor of Camelot and King Arthur are by my side. My quest is righteous!

B`lee_the_True says:
::lunges and wraps his arms around D'Sades legs::

Host Elaine says:
::Brings her staff down with a loud crack over D'Sade's head::

D`Sade says:
::lets out a groan and rolls off Drayan, losing his grip;:

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: D'Sade's head is hard - but not that hard. He goes down with a tumble.

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::writhes on the ground under the dragon, trying to stay in character and not laugh at the fact the he could easily toss the counselor off of him::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
::taking advantage of everyone's assault on DSade, takes off the magic stick::

Sir_Drayan_Galahad says:
All: the rule of evil ends here and now ::raises the stick up above his head and down over his knee, cracking it for good::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
P`Rraos:  Ya know... if someone would just feed me, I will cry the human uncle.

Host Elaine says:
::Leans against her staff, catching her breath and takes in the scene::

D`Sade says:
::head lolls to the side as he hears his staff breaks, and starts to laugh.. kind of like that laugh at the end of Predator::

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::continues to faux struggle:: Dragon: Well if food is all you want, I could trrrreat you to a steak dinnerrr in town.

Raven_Archer says:
::dismounts her steed and lead it over on foot to the rest of the group::

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Purrs loudly as she gets off of him::  P`Rraos:  Your on.

Host MikeyS says:
<Computer> End of simulation.
ACTION: The world of Camelot dissolves.. revealing a black room with yellow stripes. Everyone's clothes fade back to their own uniforms, and the monsterish form of the dragon dissolves to reveal that of Counselor Sheyra..

Host Elaine says:
::Smiles at the counselor:: Sheyra: I'm glad you could join us Sheyra.

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Switches her tail::  CO:  It was a most... interesting experience.

B`lee_the_True says:
::rolls over on the ground and watches the dragon dissolve:: All: Eeekkk! A Counselor! A Counselor!

Sir_P`Rraos_the_Rogue says:
::stands and adjusts his clothes::

Host Elaine says:
::Chuckles:: Sheyra: I'm sure it was.

XO_Vekh says:
::stretches up, still fizzled by the shock the staff gave him::

XO_Vekh says:
Self: wow

Vega`s_Sheyra says:
::Looks over at B'lee::  FCO:  Aren't you on Azhure's list of people to see?

FCO_B`lee says:
All: I'll take a Dragon any day...

CSO_P`Rraos says:
::chuckles at B'lee::

XO_Vekh says:
FCO: I would not doubt that, Mr Blee. Given your ... proficiency ... at offense, they would soon become extinct

Host CO_Rya says:
::Walks over to Drayan:: XO: You were quite the brave knight ::says it quietly to make sure B'lee can NOT hear.::

CNS_Sheyra says:
FCO:  As long as it is to dinner, you won't get any arguement out of me.  ::Looks at P`Rraos::

CMO_LT_Riker says:
ALL: every one ok 

CNS_Sheyra says:
CMO:  Yes... thank you.

CSO_P`Rraos says:
::swishes his tail in the air happily:: Sheyra: Well if dinnerrr is what you want, then by all means join me in the lounge afterrr duty.

XO_Vekh says:
CO: Thank you, sir. It was an ... interesting .... exercise

Host CO_Rya says:
CMO: Yes, thank you doctor.

Brancaleone says:
CMO: A little bloodthirsty but that's not strange for a klingon after a fake battle

Host MikeyS says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, Stardate 10204.21, 21:10 Eastern >>>
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